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“Combings” is the newsletter of the York & District Beekeepers
Association. Views expressed in the newsletter are those of the
individual contributors and not necessarily those of the
Association as a whole or of the editors.
Contributions to, and comments on “Combings” are always
welcome. We would particularly appreciate your pictures for
“Reader’s Hives”.
Please send any copy or comments to: Combings@gmail.com
Combings Editor: Kate Wallace
Assistant Editor is Alan Johnston.
Combings is published quarterly.

Please note that the last date for copy for the next
edition is:
18th May 2014.

Two Eds.
It’s been a very mild winter. So far (mid-February) there has
been very little snow and few frosts but definitely a “February
fill-dyke”.
We should all spare some thought to those beekeepers in the
areas hard-hit by this winter’s stormy and extremely wet
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weather; in due course, no doubt, the bee-press will reveal the
extent of their troubles.
The mild weather means our bees are getting through stores
quickly so keep on with the feeding. Last year Two Eds both
used the pollen substitute available through the leading bee
suppliers and will do so again, as it proved mostly successful,
although some colonies didn’t touch it!
This year YDBKA would like to help us to increase honey
production and to this end, Alan has some useful advice on
Page 8. There will also be an apiary visit with this theme in
mind, early in the season.

Health and safety
As is customary: a reminder that we need to let someone know
where we are going when visiting our apiaries, and make sure
the location isn’t a mystery. It’s a good idea to take some
water to drink, one gets very hot in a bee-suit when lifting
heavy supers!
If you take your dog, please ensure they have a shady spot at
a safe distance from the hives and that they have some water
to drink too.

From the Chair
With the New Year well under way, it is good to be able to
report that your Committee has been able to fill the post of
Publicity Officer with our new member Janet Cole. Janet has
already made an active start and is also hosting this year’s
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Barbeque on Saturday 28th June at her home in Whenby, North
Yorkshire. More details will follow but put the date in your
diary!
The Beginner’s Course also got off to a good start with more
than 30 enrolling for the Theory part and of these at least a
dozen have signed up for the practical sessions. Adrian
Burnside is keen to link students with members in their area so
please do not be surprised if you get a cry for help. After all,
this is how many of us started and since the bees will get to
know each other anyway, I’m sure it is good for us to do
likewise.
The Yorkshire Museum of Farming would like us to re-instate
our practice of being around for a couple of hours on Sundays
in the summer. We have much to be thankful for at Murton;
good facilities and location count for much in the success of
any organisation. So if you feel you can turn out at either noon
or a bit later on one of the Sundays, please contact our
Secretary André Scruton. Amanda is keen to have some local
honey for sale; she is often asked for it, so that is a good
opportunity to sell some of your surplus.
From time to time you can stumble on an interesting
beekeeping website. One was mentioned on p66 of BBKA’s
Newsletter that had been put together by Dave Cushman.
Although disabled, he was very interested in beekeeping and
since his death; Roger Patterson has kept the site up to date.
Unfortunately BBKA got the address wrong, it is www.davecushman.net
Whilst on the subject of websites, another one was brought to
my attention. www.urbanbees.co.uk is an interesting place to
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while away some time on beekeeping topics. They have a map
on which you can place a thumbnail marker to show that you
are a beekeeper. It doesn’t have to be on your apiary but it
does include the opportunity to put an email address. With the
ever increasing demand for ‘local honey’, this too could be a
way on increasing sales. Another way is to win prizes at our
Honey Show or any of the other shows in your neighbourhood.
So follow the advice of a recent speaker and get yourself ready
with matched jars of honey.
Paul Taylor

Top tip:
It won’t be too long before swarms start to appear, make sure
you have kit ready and waiting; it’s no good making up frames
and scorching out boxes when there is a swarm hanging off the
tree in the garden! Ensure that you have enough equipment to
cover the number of colonies that you think you can
accommodate (and then add a few “spares”!) and plan your
season.

The first spring inspection
If you feel as if you could do with a bit of backup for your first
inspection, please contact us via Combings and we will try to
put you in touch with an experienced beekeeper who can offer
sound advice.
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Did you know?
Bees have a special antenna cleaner on each front leg. The
antennae are very sensitive and must be kept clean. The
antenna cleaner is made up of a notch on the inside of the
basitarus which is lined with bristles, these form comb. The bee
draws the antenna through the notch to remove pollen and
dust.

A date for your diary:
The Half Yearly Meeting of the York & District Beekeepers
Association will be held on Wednesday 16th April 2014 at
7.30pm in the Library at the Yorkshire Museum of Farming,
Murton Park, Murton.
The Agenda and the Minutes of the last meeting are enclosed
as a separate sheet.

From the Education Officer:
Adrian Burnside tell me that there are thirty-two people on the
beginners theory course with twenty-four of these already
signed up for the practical course, fifteen with the hive and
bees package at Bossall and the remaining nine using the
Association facility at YMOF Murton.
Adrian also tells me that interest in the queen rearing course
has been reasonable, with thirty respondents, but it is unlikely
to get the course underway until midsummer. The likelihood is
that there will be only two courses in this first year.
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All respondents will be notified of dates closer to the time, but
it is intended to use the pavilion and apiary at YMOF Murton
throughout.

The beginners’ course
An anonymous member wants to know “So
“So why was I not
asked to reveal my wisdom regarding "Strictly
"Strictly Come Waggle
Dancing ??”
Maybe next year…!

This edition features “Elephant-friendly
“Elephant friendly honey” on the front
page. Here in North Yorkshire it’s not an issue for many of us
but please take a look at the website of this most interesting
project.
The Elephants and Bees Project is an innovative study using an
in-depth
depth understanding of elephant behaviour to reduce
damage from crop-raiding
raiding elephants using their instinctive
avoidance of African honey bees. The project explores the use
of novel Beehive Fences as a natural elephant deterren
deterrent
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creating a social and economic boost to poverty-stricken rural
communities through the sustainable harvesting of “ElephantFriendly Honey”. http://elephantsandbees.com/
Increasing your honey yield
Some well-timed advice from Alan.

Many new beekeepers have no desire for large quantities of
honey; secretly, most would like a little bit to avoid the
embarrassment of saying “None” when their friends ask how
much they’ve got during their first year or two.
It’s perfectly possible to be a competent beekeeper and yet not
produce great amounts of honey. I’m convinced that “steady
beekeeping” and “honey production” are two separate skills,
though with some overlap. It’s almost a proxy measure for
assessing your improving skills: at the risk of an unsustainable
analogy, it’s like learning to drive, and then learning to control
the car on a race track – same with bees, but with “tweaks”.
You may not take foreign holidays on the proceeds of your
bees but you might want them to pay for their own frames,
foundation or jars.
Some of the honey-getter classics are worth re-reading –
Manley’s “Honey Farming” and Field’s “Honey by the ton” still
have a lot that’s valuable today. The basics haven’t changed,
however, and boil down to two issues:
a) Producing large colonies of bees and
b) Keeping the blighters in one box long enough to take
advantage of a specific crop or a general flow.
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Large colonies
At the heart of increased honey yields must be a good
queen. Your car (hive) needs a good engine (queen) to
perform well. You may inadvertently find yourself the
owner of a half-decent queen but for reliable, long-term
success, you’ll need proven quality from a proven supplier,
or learn to raise your own. One can argue the merits of
various strains of queen, but at the end of the day you
need a reliable “power unit” and you are unlikely to find
one in the swarm that you take from your neighbour’s
hedge! At £30- 40 a time, good queens may seem a
significant cost but if they lead to reduced swarming and
produce £300 of honey per hive, then it’s not so much a
cost as an investment.
Brood box size
A more prolific queen will require a larger brood chamber;
a single National chamber will simply be insufficient to
accommodate a classy queen in full lay. The use of a
brood-box and a super (“brood and a half”) or two brood
boxes (double brood) are both possible solutions, but
have drawbacks. A 14x12 provides brood and a half space
in one unit, saving on frames and boxes, or you may like
to consider a Commercial (16x10), a Dadant or a
Langstroth, though having a mix of hive sizes is
inadvisable.
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Frame spacing
Choosing one frame spacing system over another can
allow you to squeeze an extra frame (or two) into the
brood box, further increasing brood potential.
Keeping the brood nest open
At the start of the season, brood boxes may be congested
with unused winter stores, and further incoming nectar
may be stored below the queen excluder. A queen
requires assistance to retain control of her laying area –
she simply can’t out-compete 30,000 honey and pollengatherers, whatever her pedigree. As the season
progresses and she “picks-up speed”, remove brood box
honey frames and replace them with foundation or drawn
comb. A band of pollen and nectar on a brood frame is
fine, but three, four or five frames of honey in a brood
box is unnecessary. A complete frame of pollen at either
end of the expanding brood nest is good practice, as is a
dummy board, but aim for the other seven or eight frames
to be primarily full of brood. Removed food frames can be
used in nucs or recycled again for winter stores.
Brood spreading
This is one of the “darker arts” of beekeeping, brood
spreading is not a universally accepted practice. It
involves the regular reconfiguration of brood frames and
the insertion of foundation or drawn comb between brood
frames, rather than just at the edges of the brood nest, in
order to force brood nest expansion. If you reorganize
incorrectly, it can result in brood dying, isolated at the
flanks or in the production of queen supercedure cells as
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one half of the nest receives insufficient queen substance
from the queen, isolated on the other side of frames of
foundation. If you get it right, a brood nest can be
“pushed” from five to ten frames of brood in a month,
with enormous benefit. (This practice will be the subject
of a further article).
“Bulking up”
Towards the end of the season, hives earmarked for the
heather or balsam can be given extra bees and brood to
good effect before moving. Hives should be stuffed full of
bees, forcing them up into the supers to live – and work!
This can be achieved in several ways:
a. Uniting – unite two or more smaller hives around your
best queen.
b. Clearing bees from the other hives down through the
hives selected to go to the heather. Some bees will
return home but many will stay in their new brood box.
c. Attract flyers from other hives. Bring a non-heather hive
adjacent to the one chosen to move. After a day or
two, and on a good flying day, move the non-heather
hive away. It’s flyers, with no hive of their own, will
enter your heather hive, boosting forager numbers.
d. Take four frames of eggs from other hives. Place two at
either end of your heather hive brood nest, replacing
whatever is on the flanks. Normally these frames would
be the first to be filled with heather honey, where it is
inaccessible to you. This way, if your £30 queen can
retain control of the centre six or seven frames, the
four added egg frames mean there is virtually no room
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in the brood box for honey storage for the next three
weeks, forcing it all up into supers of drawn comb.
Keeping your bees in the brood box
“Surplus bees make surplus honey” is an old beekeeping
adage, but your surplus bees are no use if they’re swarming off
across a field, headed by your expensive queen. Large colony
size in itself is one of the triggers for swarming, hence the
double challenge of producing large colonies and keeping them
together long enough to get a crop of honey. There are several
useful measures which can be employed.
Equalization
Not all colonies will be of equal strength in early spring: large
then will be huge by mid-summer and impossible to hold on to.
Exchange sites with a slower developing hive; the flyers from
the larger one boost the weaker, balancing out the numbers
and making future swarm control easier.
Oil seed rape
Aim to get some honey from the rape, rather than just using it
as a nectar/pollen source for colony development. Remove
excess frames of winter stores as the queen’s laying rate
increases but then get the first super on before the rape
flowers. The primary use of a super is for bee living-space;
honey storage is the secondary use. If the first super is late
going on, the bees will feel crowded from the beginning and
get the “swarm urge” regardless of the later addition of supers.
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Queen cells
Despite our best efforts, some of our colonies with new
queens and plenty of space will still throw up queen cells. You
may get away with knocking them down once, but if they reappear you’ll have to act. The standard response is to
artificially swarm them, resulting in two half-sized colonies. Its
safe, reliable and a good way to increase colony numbers, but
the power has gone from the unit, and the two halves are
unlikely to produce any significant surplus. Instead, consider
taking the queen from the hive and making up a three frame
nuc with her. Leave one or two (old argument!) unsealed
queen cells in the parent colony; the bees can’t swarm without
Mum, the honey-gathering power is largely retained, and it
may just satisfy their swarm urge. If the new queen is not up
to standard, it should be no problem to re-introduce the old
one back into the hive (her brood nest will have become
choked with honey in the absence of a laying queen, and will
need opening up again).
So – big colonies, headed by good queens. Keep the brood
nest open, super early and treat supers of drawn comb like
gold dust. Varroa control has not been mentioned but it still
underpins all our beekeeping, whether you’re after your first
ton of honey, or just your bucket. Have a good season!

Did you know?
Why is pollen so important?
Pollen is vital to the colony; larvae need the protein in pollen
for growth and development and young bees up to the age of
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around 10 days eat large quantities of pollen, which is
processed through the body and converted into brood food. It
is these young bees which produce the brood food and royal
jelly required for colony development.

Rev. Lorenzo L. Langstroth, (popularly credited with
discovering "bee space,")
This is the Preface, Langstroth on the Hive and the Honey-Bee:
A Bee Keeper's Manual, 1853.
This Treatise on the Hive and the Honey-Bee, is respectfully
submitted by the Author, to the candid consideration of those
who are interested in the culture of the most useful as well as
wonderful Insect, in all the range of Animated Nature. The
information which it contains will be found to be greatly in
advance of anything which has yet been presented to the
English Reader; and, as far as facilities for practical
management are concerned, it is believed to be a very material
advance over anything which has hitherto been communicated
to the Apiarian Public.
Debarred, by the state of his health, from the more appropriate
duties of his Office, and compelled to seek an employment
which would call him, as much as possible, into the open air,
the Author indulges the hope that the result of his studies and
observations, in an important branch of Natural History, will be
found of service to the Community as well as to himself. The
satisfaction which he has taken in his researches, has been
such that he has felt exceedingly desirous of interesting others,
in a pursuit which, (without any reference to its pecuniary
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profits,) [iv] is capable of exciting the delight and enthusiasm
of all intelligent observers. The Creator may be seen in all the
works of his hands; but in few more directly than in the wise
economy of the Honey-Bee.
"What well appointed commonwealths! where each
Adds to the stock of happiness for all;
Wisdom's own forums! whose professors teach
Eloquent lessons in their vaulted hall!
Galleries of art! and schools of industry!
Stores of rich fragrance! Orchestras of song!
What marvelous seats of hidden alchemy!
How oft, when wandering far and erring long,
Man might learn truth and virtue from the BEE!"

Bowring.

The attention of Clergymen is particularly solicited to the study
of this branch of Natural History. An intimate acquaintance with
the wonders of the Bee-Hive, while it would benefit them in
various ways, might lead them to draw their illustrations, more
from natural objects and the world around them, and in this
way to adapt them better to the comprehension and
sympathies of their hearers. It was, we know, the constant
practice of our Lord and Master, to illustrate his teachings from
the birds of the air, the lilies of the field, and the common
walks of life and pursuits of men. Common Sense, Experience
and Religion alike dictate that we should follow his example.
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Have you heard from Nigel recently?
A message from Membership secretary Nigel Davies:
I use G mail for my e-mail and the recipients are stored with
G-mail rather than on my computer.
This can be handy if I need to access my account from a
computer other than my own.
There have been 4 occasions that I know of where an
individual recipient within the group e-mail for YDBKA have
disappeared from within the group.
If any member thinks they have not received any e-mails from
me for more than 4 weeks, please send me an e-mail asking
me to check that you have not disappeared from the group email listing I use.

Fuller’s Earth
Advice from John on making up a nuc.
Tipping point
It sounds like a mechanical problem, but relax – it isn’t. Those
of you who have made up a small nucleus will recognise this
situation.
If you make up a three frame nucleus in the spring, you will be
struggling with it throughout the season; there will only be a
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small number of young bees, (these are the bees that look
after the brood) and they are limited to the number of larvae
they can look after; this lack of brood-rearing bees can reduce
the queen’s egg laying rate, slowing down the colony build-up.
There will also be a limited number of older, foraging bees,
thus limiting the amount of supplies that can be brought in,
and also means few guard bees, so putting the nucleus in
danger of robbed.
To remedy the situation, insert a frame of sealed brood from a
strong colony. As soon as this brood emerges you will see an
immediate upsurge in colony activity. Then add a second frame
of sealed brood, when that has emerged you will have a strong
colony able to expand. The nuc will have gone beyond the
point where there are not enough bees to expand the colony,
and there will be an abundance of bees for all the tasks that
need to be done inside the hive. Three frame nuclei are
sometimes made up from a colony showing signs of swarming,
when a beekeeper wishes to increase colony numbers. If that is
the case then other strong colonies should be available to
supply frames of sealed brood. By taking sealed brood from a
strong colony, you will reduce the possibility of that colony
swarming. But be aware that sealed brood needs warmth, so
do not put too much in at once or you risk it becoming chilled
and dying, thus defeating the object of the exercise.
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Disease
associations
between
honeybees
bumblebees as a threat to wild pollinators

and

The full transcript of this article appeared in the journal Nature
506,364–366 (20 February 2014)
Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) pose a risk to human
welfare, both directly and indirectly, by affecting managed
livestock and wildlife that provide valuable resources and
ecosystem services, such as the pollination of crops.
Honeybees (Apis mellifera), the prevailing managed insect crop
pollinator, suffer from a range of emerging and exotic highimpact pathogens, and population maintenance requires active
management by beekeepers to control them. Wild pollinators
such as bumblebees (Bombus spp.) are in global decline one
cause of which may be pathogen spillover from managed
pollinators like honeybees or commercial colonies of
bumblebees. Here we use a combination of infection
experiments and landscape-scale field data to show that
honeybee EIDs are indeed widespread infectious agents within
the pollinator assemblage. The prevalence of deformed wing
virus (DWV) and the exotic parasite Nosema ceranae in
honeybees and bumblebees is linked; as honeybees have
higher DWV prevalence, and sympatric bumblebees and
honeybees are infected by the same DWV strains, Apis is the
likely source of at least one major EID in wild pollinators.
Lessons learned from vertebrates highlight the need for
increased pathogen control in managed bee species to maintain
wild pollinators, as declines in native pollinators may be caused
by interspecies pathogen transmission originating from
managed pollinators.
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Don’t forget!
Keep a careful eye on stores in the hives over the next few
weeks, an expanding colony needs stores and fickle spring
weather can make life difficult for the bees so be ready to feed.

Reader’s (holiday) Hives
AnneMarie Couson has been on holiday and sent me these
pictures; AnneMarie says: The pictures are from La Gomera,
one of the Canary Islands. These hives have been placed up in
the hills with access to plenty of plants in flower; in this picture
the hives have been placed away from the walking route and a
very long way up, it looked like it would be a mammoth task to
get them there!
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